ABSTRACT

A Design for the Practical Implementation of a Computer Facility and Computer Network for the Department of Mathematics & Computer Science

Ikram Mohammed

In order to facilitate the improved development of computer science students and to alleviate some of the difficulties experienced by staff and student members of the Department, there is a need to provide a more adequate computing facility comprising suitable computer resources on the network. There should also exist a means of providing an easy upgrade path for the resources and network involved.

In this research project, a design for such a local area network (LAN) and the distribution of appropriate resources on the network is proposed.

The network design is based on the TCP/IP protocol running over switched 10baseT Ethernet. Services and resource allocation is considered in terms of the requirements for a predominant Windows NT client-server environment, within which exists UNIX based servers.

Such an infrastructure will provide an open upgrade path because the design and implementation is based on open standards for both hardware and software.
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